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Curiosity Thrilled The Cat A Magical Cats Mystery
The theatrical bear family introduced in Zaza's Big Break is staging a new production, with Edwin, the youngest, in his first starring
role. He is full of excitement and confidence--that is, until he steps out on stage. Mortified when his mind goes blank, he runs into
the woods to hide in shame. His family lovingly explains that he has a simple case of stage fright and Father encourages, "It's just
like any fear . . . you mustn't run away. You must try again." With newfound faith in himself, Edwin does succeed in the following
performance.
In the charming town of Mayville Heights, librarian Kathleen Paulson and her two cats pounce on clues to catch a killer, in the
eleventh installment of this New York Times bestselling series. Spring is coming to Mayville Heights, and Kathleen’s brother,
Ethan, has arrived in town with his band, The Flaming Gerbils. But not everything goes as scheduled when one of Ethan’s
bandmates gets into a fight with a man interested in investing in the town. When the businessman’s body is later found, Ethan’s
friend is implicated in the crime. Kathleen wants to help her brother by solving the case, but she has no shortage of suspects from
which to choose. Prior to his death, the investor was fighting like cats and dogs with lots of people. If this librarian wants more than
a whisker’s chance of solving the case, she will need to rely on her trusty feline sidekicks, Owen and Hercules.
Caillou is learning to skate. With a lot of tumbles, the help of a chair and loads of encouragement from Mommy and Daddy, Caillou
begins to get the hang of it.
When Jack and Ella come across a friendly--and talented!--lion in their backyard they are thrilled to take him in as their pet. And
they're positive they know just how to care for their new pet, ignoring Grandpa's cheeky asides. But soon Leopold the Lion grows
despondent and chubby. Even the circus who lost him won't take him back! Do Jack and Ella know what to do to get Leopold
healthy again? A sweet story with a subtle commentary on making healthy choices.
With the help of her rescue cat, Eddie, librarian Minnie Hamilton is driving a bookmobile based in the resort town of Chilson,
Michigan. But she’d better keep both hands on the wheel, because it’s going to be a bumpy ride… Eddie followed Minnie home
one day, and now she can’t seem to shake the furry little shadow. But in spite of her efforts to contain her new pal, the tabby
sneaks out and trails her all the way to the bookmobile on its maiden voyage. Before she knows it, her slinky stowaway becomes
her cat co-pilot! Minnie and Eddie’s first day visiting readers around the county seems to pass without trouble—until Eddie darts
outside at the last stop and leads her to the body of a local man who’s reached his final chapter. Initially, Minnie is ready to let the
police handle this case, but Eddie seems to smell a rat. Together, they’ll work to find the killer—because a good librarian always
knows when justice is overdue. FIRST IN A NEW SERIES!
It's Outta Here!
The Might and Majesty of the Home Run
Classified as Murder
Curiosity Didn't Kill the Cat
Wish You Were Here
THE FIRST COZY MYSTERY IN THE BELOVED NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING CAT WHO SERIES! The world of modern
art is a mystery to many. But for Jim Qwilleran, it turns into a mystery of another sort when his assignment for The Daily
Fluxion leads down the path to murder. A stabbing in an art gallery, vandalized paintings, a fatal fall from a scaffolding—this is
not at all what Qwilleran expects when he turns his reporter talents to art. But Qwilleran and his newly found partner, Koko the
brilliant Siamese cat, are in their element—sniffing out clues and confounding criminals intent on mayhem and murder. This
riveting beginning to the Cat Who series is the perfect cozy mystery for cat lovers to start sleuthing!
Small-town librarian Kathleen Paulson had no idea two stray cats could nuzzle their way into her life. But when murder
interrupts Maryville Heights' music festival, Kathleen finds herself the prime suspect. She's relying on Owen and Hercules to
solve a purr-fect murder.
Audisee eBooks with Audio combine professional narration and sentence highlighting for an engaging read aloud experience!
In 1921, New York Yankees slugger Babe Ruth smashed a home run that sailed 575 feet (175 m), the longest homer ever hit in
a Major League Baseball game. Ruth's home runs thrilled fans and revolutionized the game. One hundred years later, the home
run is still the most exciting play in baseball. Read about the longest, strangest, and most important home runs in baseball
history. See how the game's superstars hit the ball so far, and learn about the ways players have cheated to hit home runs,
from performance-enhancing drugs to corked bats and stolen signs. Take a high-flying journey from baseball's early days to
today's biggest sluggers.
From the pioneers of the early days of the sport to the superstars of today, Legends of Women's Basketball tells the stories of
the women who have thrilled and inspired fans both on and off the basketball court.
When Hannah moves next door to a spooky cemetery, she doesn't believe the legend of a ghost cat stalking the grounds, but
the disappearance of her half-sister's cat Icky and strange occurrences around the house have her reconsidering.
A Case of Cat and Mouse
The Evil Spell
Legends of Women’s Basketball
The Cat who Played Post Office
Leopold the Lion

Resourceful librarian Kathleen Paulson needs the help of her magical cats, Owen and
Hercules, to clear the name of someone close to her heart in this mystery in the New York
Times bestselling series... Kathleen is excited to meet three old pals of her beau,
Detective Marcus Gordon, while they visit charming Mayville Heights on business. But the
reunion is cut short when one of the friends is killed—and the evidence points toward
Marcus as the murderer. Though it seems she doesn’t know all of Marcus’s secrets,
Kathleen is sure he’s no killer. With his suspect status sidelining him from
investigating the case, it’s up to Kathleen and her feline partners-in-crime to find
whoever is framing Marcus—and make sure the good detective hasn’t found his last clue.
Meet small town librarian Kathleen Paulson and her fantastical felines, Hercules and
Owen, in the first novel in the New York Times bestselling Magical Cats Mystery series.
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When librarian Kathleen Paulson moved to Mayville Heights, Minnesota, she had no idea
that two strays would nuzzle their way into her life. Owen is a tabby with a catnip
addiction and Hercules is a stocky tuxedo cat who shares Kathleen's fondness for Barry
Manilow. But beyond all the fur and purrs, there's something more to these kitties. When
murder interrupts Mayville’s Wild Rose Summer Music Festival, Kathleen finds herself the
prime suspect. More stunning is her realization that Owen and Hercules are truly
special—perhaps even magical. Now, with a little legwork from her four-legged friends,
Kathleen may be able to solve this purr-fect murder...
In the third Magical Cats mystery, small town librarian Kathleen Paulson and her very
special cats must go on the hunt to find a clever killer... It's been raining cats and
dogs in Mayville Heights. The small town's been deluged, and now the local artists' co-op
is on the verge of flooding. Kathleen has been up all night helping her friends move
their creations to the safety of the upstairs studio. The artwork survives, but when
controversial mask maker Jaeger Merrill is found drowned in the co-op basement, Kathleen
questions whether the death was accidental. After she discovers the artist was using an
assumed name, she realizes she can't actually assume anything about him. With the help of
handsome detective Marcus Gordon—and Owen and Hercules's extraordinary powers of feline
detection—it's up to Kathleen to unmask a killer.
Reporter Jim Qwilleran and his clue-seeking Siamese cats, KoKo and Yum-Yum, receive an
unexpected inheritance, move into the rich-and-famous circuit, and find their taste for
the good life spoiled by a shocking murder
When a local do-gooder is killed, small town librarian Kathleen Paulson and her magical
cats have to dig up trouble in the second mystery in the New York Times bestselling
series. Kathleen never wanted to be the crazy cat lady. But when Owen and Hercules
followed her home from mysterious Wisteria Manor, she realized her mind wasn’t playing
tricks on her—her cats have magical abilities. When the body of elderly Agatha Shepherd
is found near Kath's favorite local café, she knows Owen's talent for turning invisible
and Hercules's ability to walk through walls will give the felines access to clues Kath
couldn't get without arousing suspicion. Someone is hiding some dark secrets—and it will
take a bit of furtive investigating to catch the cold-hearted killer.
Legends of Women’s Gymnastics
Murder Past Due
The Cat Who Could Read Backwards
Paws and Effect
Cat Coming Home LP
Librarian Kathleen Paulson is always willing to help a friend, but to save one from a wrongful arrest, she’ll need magical backup from her affectionate cats in
the newest installment of this New York Times bestselling series. Baker Georgia Tepper has been hired to provide delicious and spooky cupcakes for the
Reading Buddies Halloween Party at the library, and she and Kathleen are meeting to finalize the menu of festive confections. Unfortunately, once Georgia’s
former mother-in-law ambushes her at the library and threatens Georgia with legal action, the afternoon of fun is soured. When Georgia’s litigious in-law is
later found dead and the friendly baker is implicated, Kathleen is eager to help prove her innocence. Luckily, Kathleen and her intrepid magical cats,
Hercules and Owen, have solved their fair share of mysteries. As a result, she knows that in life as well as crime solving, it is all relative, but with hard work,
she can make sure the right criminal is booked.
In this charming mystery from the bestselling author of The Cats Came Back, two magical cats have powers of detection that prove indispensable to librarian
Kathleen Paulson… With a well-placed paw on a keyboard or a pointed stare, Kathleen’s two cats, Hercules and Owen, have helped her to solve cases in the
past—so she has learned to trust their instincts. But she will need to rely on them more than ever when a twenty-year-old scandal leads to murder… The
arrival of the Janes brothers has the little town of Mayville Heights buzzing. Everyone of a certain age remembers when Victor had an affair with Leo’s wife,
who then died in a car accident. Now it seems the brothers are trying to reconcile, until Kathleen finds Leo dead. The police set their sights on Leo’s son and
Kathleen’s good friend Simon, who doesn’t have much of an alibi. To prove her friend innocent, Kathleen will have to dig deep into the town's history—and
into her sardine cracker supply, because Owen and Hercules don't work for free...
A reality TV crew has come to town and brought librarian Kathleen Paulson and her two magical cats more than their fair share of real-life drama, in the
newest installment of this New York Times bestselling series. Spring has come to charming Mayville Heights, and with it, some Hollywood glamour. The
little town is abuzz because the reboot of a popular baking TV show is filming there. Librarian Kathleen Paulson is working as an advisor on historical facts
for the show, local restaurants are providing catering for the camera crews, and Kathleen's faithful felines, Hercules and Owen, are hoping there is a cat treat
challenge. But then Kathleen finds one of the judges dead. She has solved many-a-murder with help from the supernaturally gifted Herc and Owen, and with
the whole town on tenterhooks, the talented trio will have to have all paws on deck to chase down this killer.
This mystery “immerses the reader in English village life [with] a cast of delightful characters, including cats” (Publishers Weekly). Mystery writer Lorinda
Lucas doesn’t like the trend toward overly gruesome crime fiction—but she’s even more upset about Roscoe, the cat who lives next door. He used to look
well-fed and well cared for, but when Lorinda gets back from her most recent book tour, she’s worried by his dangerously skinny appearance. It turns out that
Roscoe’s owner has a new girlfriend who’s put the poor cat on a deprivation diet—and that’s not the only bad news in Brimful Coffers. There’s been a fatal
hit-and-run and escalating tensions—and before she knows it, the mystery writer will be investigating a real-life murder case . . . This witty, suspenseful tale
comes from an Agatha Award–winning author whose “name on a mystery is a guarantee of quality writing wrapped around an unusual crime” (Houston
Chronicle). Please Do Feed the Cat is the 1st book in the Brimful Coffers Mysteries, but you may enjoy reading the series in any order.
Curiosity Thrilled the CatPenguin
Agatha's First Case
A Tale of Two Kitties
A Joe Grey Mystery
Curiosity Killed the Cat
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Lending a Paw

When librarian Kathleen Paulson moved to Mayville Heights, Minnesota, she had no idea that two strays would nuzzle their way into
her life. Owen is a tabby with a catnip addiction and Hercules is a stocky tuxedo cat who shares Kathleen's fondness for Barry
Manilow. But beyond all the fur and purrs, there's something more to these felines. When murder interrupts Mayville's Music
Festival, Kathleen finds herself the prime suspect. More stunning is her realization that Owen and Hercules are magical-and she's
relying on their skills to solve a purr-fect murder.
Jasper is thrilled when he finds his dads favorite childhood toy, Marcel Mouse, at his grandmothers place. Hes so afraid to lose
the family treasure that he keeps Marcel on a string around his neck. But sometimes Jasper has to take off the little plastic mouse, and
that leads to all sorts of trouble. First, Marcel goes missing from under Jaspers pillow, then he gets sent to the principals office and
disappears again! Then one day, something TERRIBLE happens, and it seems Marcel might be lost forever ó Will Jasper ever see
Marcel Mouse again?
The fourth mystery in the New York Times bestselling series about two extraordinary cats whose owner can't keep her nose out of
trouble... Kathleen Paulson enjoys her life as a small town librarian, but sometimes even small towns can have big problems. The
local businesses of Mayville Heights hope to convince Chicago-based company Legacy Tours to sell a vacation package for their
town. Legacy Tours partner Mike Glazer grew up in Mayville Heights, but he’s no longer the small town boy people once knew.
Even the local bootlegger has an issue with the bossy loudmouth Mike has become—until someone shuts him up for good. When
Kathleen discovers Mike’s body on the boardwalk, she can’t help but get involved in the investigation—even if her beau, Detective
Marcus Gordon, would rather she didn’t. Now, with a little help from her cats Owen and Hercules, it’s up to Kathleen to make sure
the killer is booked for an extended stay in prison before some else takes a permanent vacation.
When George receives a thank-you card in the mail, he plans to send a card to all the people he wants to thank.
David and Emma were thrilled to accompany their mom to London to watch the filming of her movie. They were even more excited
when they found out the movie would be set in an abandoned subway station! When the brother and sister decide to explore the old,
crumbling station, however, they hear the cries of a ghostly child— just as they spot a phantom subway train barreling toward them.
Soon, they find themselves becoming part of a terrifying story that took place more than 70 years ago! What will happen if David and
Emma step aboard the ghostly train? The answers can be found in the maze of passageways and dark tunnels deep below the streets
of London. Join David and Emma as they step into the past to uncover the terror in the tunnel. Terror in the Underground Tunnel is
part of Bearport’s Cold Whispers II series. This bone-chilling book is the fiction companion to Dark Labyrinths from Bearport’s bestselling nonfiction series Scary Places.
Please Do Feed the Cat
Sleight of Paw
Copycat Killing
A Night's Tail
The Whole Cat and Caboodle
Librarian Kathleen Paulson and her inquisitive cats find themselves in a jam when a
musician turns up dead, in the newest installment of this New York Times bestselling
series. It’s summer in Mayville Heights, and Kathleen Paulson and her detective
boyfriend, Marcus, are eager to attend the closing concert of the local music festival.
The concert is a success, but then one of the band members is discovered dead shortly
after it. At first it’s assumed the death is a robbery gone wrong, but Kathleen suspects
foul play—and she’s certain that she, along with her trusty side-cats, Owen and Hercules,
can help solve the murder. Before his death, Kathleen had noticed the victim in the
library researching his genealogy, and when she and Marcus take a closer look at the
man's family tree, they begin to think a previous death of one of his relatives now seems
suspicious. The more Kathleen thinks about it, the more this murder feels like it could
be an encore performance. Kathleen and her cats will need to act fast and be very careful
if they want to stay off of a killer's hit list.
FIRST IN THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING CAT IN THE STACKS MYSTERY SERIES! Everyone in
Athena, Mississippi, knows Charlie Harris, the good-natured librarian with a rescued
Maine coon cat named Diesel that he walks on a leash. He’s returned to his hometown to
immerse himself in books, but soon enough he’s entangled in a real-life thriller... A
famous author of gory bestsellers and a former classmate of Charlie’s, Godfrey Priest may
be the pride of Athena, but Charlie remembers him as an arrogant, manipulative jerk—and
he’s not the only one. Godfrey’s homecoming as a distinguished alumnus couldn’t possibly
go worse: by lunch, he’s put a man in the hospital. By dinner, Godfrey’s dead. Now it’s
up to Charlie, with some help from Diesel, to paw through the town’s grudges and find the
killer before an impatient deputy throws the book at the wrong person. But every last one
of Charlie’s friends and co-workers had a score to settle with the nasty novelist. As if
the murder wasn’t already purr-plexing enough...
Chaperoning Temple Barr's visit to Chicago to meet fiancé Matt Devine's family, hardboiled feline sleuth Midnight Louie is unexpectedly catnapped by an abductor with ties to
an unsolved string of murders in Vegas and Temple's ex, the amnesiac magician Max
Kinsella. Reprint. 200,000 first printing.
In this Magical Cats Mystery, now in paperback, small-town librarian Kathleen Paulson
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often seems to gets mixed up in murder, but luckily, her very special cats always find a
way to help her close a case... The charming Minnesota town of Mayville Heights is
hosting a music festival, and the whole place is bustling with musicians and tourists.
Kathleen is looking forward to taking in some fabulous performances--and her two cats,
Owen and Hercules, are looking forward to taking in some fabulous sardine crackers. But
then the trio stumbles across a dead body by the river. The victim is a close friend of a
well-known cabaret singer set to perform at the festival--and the two happen to look
incredibly alike. Who could have wanted to harm the dead woman? Was it a case of mistaken
identity? As accusations abound and suspicions swirl, Kathleen, Hercules and Owen will
put their abilities--both mundane and magical--to the test, and lay down the paw.
Ten-year-old Henry Springs is thrilled when the wintery resort town he and his mom
recently moved to experiences a record-breaking snowfall. There are even rumors that the
extreme weather could mark the beginning of a new ice age. One day, while exploring one
of the many tunnels running through the town’s snowbanks, Henry discovers a strange,
prehistoric-like creature that is seriously injured. Henry immediately names him Yarp and
hauls the wounded animal back to his house on a makeshift sled. There he builds a secret
cave for Yarp and slowly nurses him back to health. But, as Henry soon discovers, Yarp is
not the only unusual beast lurking in the neighborhood. Where did these creatures come
from and how can Henry keep his new friend safe?
My Best Friend Is Extinct
Cat in a White Tie and Tails
An Agatha Raisin Mystery
Terror in the Underground Tunnel
The Cats Came Back
Librarian Charlie Harris and his cat Diesel must catalog a killer in this mystery in the New York Times
bestselling Cat in the Stacks series. Suspecting that someone is stealing from him, the aging and eccentric
James Delacorte wants Charlie to do an inventory on his rare book collection. Soon after they begin, Delacorte
is found dead at his desk, leaving Charlie with the bigger task of solving his murder. Immediately Charlie is
suspicious of Delacorte’s own family, and relies on the help of Diesel to paw around for clues. The cat and
mouse game heats up after a highly valued copy of Edgar Allan Poe’s Tamerlane goes missing and a second
murder occurs. Now Charlie and Diesel must solve the case before the killer strikes a third time—and hope
curiosity doesn’t kill the cat...
Jaylah's Jitters introduces early readers to chapter books by creating a familiar setting that showcases a
variety of important social and emotional concepts associated with growing up. Rourke's Beginning Chapter
Books deliver realistic fictional narratives that are relatable and fun to young readers. With 48-pages of bold
illustrations, simple language, and engaging discussion questions, transitioning readers can enjoy following
the chapters while also building their comprehension skills.
At age twenty six, Agatha Raisin has already come a long way. She has clawed her way up since leaving the
Birmingham slum where she was born. She's lost her Birmingham accent, run away from her drunken
husband, and found a job at a public relations office as a secretary. Then her boss asks Agatha to go to the
home of Brian Devese to tell him that he is soon going to be arrested for the murder of his wife and that the
agency no longer wants to represent him. Brian, impressed with the pugnacious Agatha, asks her to handle
PR for him and even offers her an office and tells her she can hire a staff. Certainly the best thing Agatha can
do for her first client is to find out who really murdered his wife and clear his name. And with her wits and
gumption, Agatha sets out to do just that. New York Times bestseller M. C. Beaton's Agatha Raisin—now the
star of a hit show on Acorn TV and public television—is beloved by millions and this brand new short story
take us back to where it all began with Agatha's first case.
The police called it an accident. The dead man's wife insisted it was murder. Either way it was maddeningly
mysterious. Captain Harold Jeffries, swaddled in his robe, had settled down for a cozy evening with Crime and
Punishment when his wife left the house for a bridge party. An hour later he was dead. What could have
induced him to dress and go out into the stormy night—much less to walk on the beach, which he hated and
never went near? Conan Flagg, proprietor of the Holliday Beach Bookshop and Rental Library, is persuaded by
Jeffries' widow to investigate privately; and astonishingly, all the clues lead to Flagg's own Dickensian
establishment. With passing assistance from Meg, the bookstore cat, Flagg baits a trap to catch a rat—and
finds himself dangerously involved in a crime with implications far beyond this lazy seaside village.
From the first women who fought to bring gymnastics to the Olympics to the international superstars of
today, Legends of Women's Gymnastics tells the stories of the women who have thrilled and inspired fans
both in and out of the gym.
A Magical Cats Mystery
Final Catcall
A Bookmobile Cat Mystery
Whiskers and Lies
Jasper John Dooley: Lost and Found
Meet secondhand shop owner Sarah Grayson and her rescue cat, Elvis, in the first novel in the New York Times bestselling Second
Chance Cat Mystery series... Sarah Grayson is the happy proprietor of Second Chance, a charming shop in the oceanfront town of
North Harbor, Maine. At the shop, she sells used items that she has lovingly refurbished and repurposed. But her favorite pet
project so far has been adopting a stray cat she names Elvis. Elvis has seen nine lives—and then some. The big black cat with a
scar across his nose turned up at a local bar when the band was playing the King of Rock and Roll’s music and hopped in Sarah’s
truck. Since then, he’s been her constant companion and the furry favorite of everyone who comes into the store. But when
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Sarah’s elderly friend Maddie is found with the body of a dead man in her garden, the kindly old lady becomes the prime suspect in
the murder. Even Sarah’s old high school flame, investigator Nick Elliot, seems convinced that Maddie was up to no good. So it’s
up to Sarah and Elvis to clear her friend’s name and make sure the real murderer doesn’t get a second chance.
Curiosity just might be the death of Mrs. Murphy--and her human companion, Mary Minor "Harry" Haristeen. Small towns are like
families: Everyone lives very close together. . .and everyone keeps secrets. Crozet, Virginia, is a typical small town-until its secrets
explode into murder. Crozet's thirty-something post-mistress, Mary Minor "Harry" Haristeen, has a tiger cat (Mrs. Murphy) and a
Welsh Corgi (Tucker), a pending divorce, and a bad habit of reading postcards not addressed to her. When Crozet's citizens start
turning up murdered, Harry remembers that each received a card with a tombstone on the front and the message "Wish you were
here" on the back. Intent on protecting their human friend, Mrs. Murphy and Tucker begin to scent out clues. Meanwhile, Harry is
conducting her own investigation, unaware her pets are one step ahead of her. If only Mrs. Murphy could alert her somehow, Harry
could uncover the culprit before the murder occurs--and before Harry finds herself on the killer's mailing list.
It's been quite a week for Joe Grey. First the large, powerfulfeline discovers that, through some strange, inexplicable phenomenon,
he now has the ability to understand human language. Then he discovers he can speak it as well! It's a nightmare for a cat who'd
prefer to sleep the day away carefree, but Joe can handle it. That is, until he has the misfortune to witness a murder in the alley
behind Jolly's Deli -- and worse, to be seen witnessing it. With all of his nine lives suddenly at risk, Joe's got no choice but to get to
the bottom of the heinous crime -- because his mouse-hunting days are over for good unless he can help bring a killer to justice.
Project Runway meets Fame in a trendy new series from the authors of The Cupcake Club At the Fashion Academy of Brooklyn,
FAB is a way of life. Fashion-forward MacKenzie "Mickey" Williams is thrilled to be accepted to FAB Middle School (Fashion
Academy of Brooklyn), a school that serves as a training ground for the fashion designers of tomorrow. (Their motto, "We are SEW
FAB"). But when her daring fashion and stellar grades turn the Fab A-listers green with envy, Mickey discovers that standing out
doesn't always make it easy to fit in. So when friendly classmate JC comes up with a plan to help Mickey fit in, she decides to take
the ultimate fashion risk-ditch her personal style for good. One mega makeover later, pink-haired Mickey Williams mysteriously
disappears, and the trendy, blonde "Kenzie Wills" shows up on the FAB scene, blending with the other students in a way Mickey
never could. But when Mickey starts to lose herself to "Kenzie," she's not sure that fitting in is worth cutting herself down to size...
Escaping Los Angeles and the ugly memories of her son's recent murder, Maudie Toola returns to her childhood home of Molena
Point, bringing her orphaned grandson, whom she must now raise. But she's unaware that the killer has followed her, nor does she
know that the small seaside village is dealing with a series of brutal assaults. Meanwhile, a new tomcat appears on the scene, a
wise and elderly wanderer who bears an important message from a state prisoner, for the chief of police. But this cat has a
personal agenda too—just as does Maudie, who harbors her own secret about her son's killer. As the lonely prison cat provides the
link between the mysteries, Joe Grey and his pals, in turn, help him find a surprising new home, a safe retreat in time for the
holidays.
Fashion Academy
Curious George Says Thank You
Cat on the Edge
Jaylah's Jitters
Small town librarian Kathleen Paulson gets plenty of entertainment from her extraordinary cats, Owen and Hercules. But
when a theatre troupe stumbles into more tragedy than it bargained for, it’s up to Kathleen to play detective... With her
sort-of boyfriend Marcus calling it quits and her ex-boyfriend Andrew showing up out of the blue, Kathleen has more than
enough drama to deal with—and that’s before a local theatre festival relocates to Mayville Heights. Now the town is
buzzing with theatre folk, and many of them have their own private dramas with the director, Hugh Davis. When Davis is
found shot to death by the marina, he leaves behind evidence of blackmail and fraud, as well as an ensemble of suspects.
Now Kathleen, with a little help from her feline friends Owen and Hercules, will have to catch the real killer before another
victim takes a final curtain call.
Cat Trick
Curiosity Thrilled the Cat
Hooked on a Feline
A Mrs. Murphy Mystery
Caillou Learns to Skate
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